ABSTRACT

Tape 653
Joining LSU faculty in the 1920s; becoming the superintendent of buildings for the New Campus; architectural drawings for the New Campus; moving from the Old Campus to the New Campus; dorms for male students not completed when New Campus opened -- transported by train from the Old Campus for class; using prison labor to build campus roads; termites causing campus wiring to short circuit; using wooden pipes for sewer discharge line rather than iron and leaks; describes campus tunnel system for utilities; increasing boiler capacity to keep up with new buildings; construction of the Gym-Armory; George Caldwell as campus contractor and quality of his work; discusses the concrete mix used on buildings along the Quadrangle; becoming member of Engineering Department's faculty in 1931; President W. B. Hatcher naming him interim comptroller until Troy Middleton returned from World War II; head of the Mechanical Engineering Department until 1961; Works Progress Administration (WPA) and construction on LSU campus; building stadium and using space under it for housing; working for George Caldwell; landscaping the campus; architectural style of the campus
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